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Objectives
Ipsos MORI, on behalf of the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, are conducting a
year long research exercise into how people talk about science. Using our social media tracking
programme we are able to see who is talking about science online, what they are talking about,
and when. In essence –

what makes science ‘sticky’?
July – October (Q3) objectives:
•To continue to examine the mechanics by which
particular stories spread over social networks
•Search subjects – the badger cull and hydraulic
fracturing (“fracking”)
•The monitoring period this quarter was extended
by a month to encompass more of the badger cull
period
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Method

Using our in-house social media platform
we are able to measure internet traffic
volumes on different subjects across a
range of online sources, including Twitter,
forums, blogs, news sites, etc.

Over this period we searched for mentions
relating to the badger cull in southwest
England and fracking.
Our search terms:
•(("Bovine Tuberculosis" OR "Bovine TB" OR
"badger cull") NEAR/10 (scien* OR expert*
OR tests))
•(fracking OR shale) NEAR/10 (scien* OR
evidenc* OR tests)
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Headline findings
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The badger cull and fracking – UK internet traffic

Volume of online conversation
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The badger cull story peaked
around defined events
The fracking story was more of
an ongoing debate
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In context of the year…
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Both stories are predominantly Twitter-based
Fracking

Badger culling
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The badger cull
Science-led disease control
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Driven by events
1000

27th August –
Somerset cull begins

Online discussion of the
badger cull was strongly
linked to announcements
and events

Volume of online conversation
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17th October – Further update
by the Environment Secretary
to House of Commons on
progress of badger culls
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Simon King,
nature
photographer,
criticises the cull
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23rd October –
David
Attenborough
criticises the cull

9th October
Environment Secretary
updates House of
Commons on progress
of badger culls
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Twitter also strongly driven by announcements and
events
8 of the top 10 most shared stories in Twitter were around two dates
– the day before the Somerset cull started (26th August) and the
Gloucester cull extension (23rd October)

Strong
presence
of The
Guardian
articles
too
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Who was talking?
A high volume of
Twitter traffic came
from low-key
individuals

Top ten most prolific tweeters – 9 in 10 are individuals:

Animal lovers

Campaigners
Cull-specific
individual
accounts
Individual
accounts
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Intensely partisan on Twitter
Twitter traffic was entirely anti-cull – the nature of the subject
only attracts the strongly held opposition of some

Pressure groups planned to get #stopthecull
trending on Twitter

Pro-cull sentiment was only to be found on
farmers’ forums
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Twitter dominated online discussion of the cull
90% of internet traffic on the cull was Twitter-based, and the most
frequently used terms were highly partisan

Word cloud* for entire monitoring period

The “Natural England science expert” was
cited extensively as an authoritative source of
anti-cull evidence

*A representation of the frequency with which
particular terms are present in the data
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The “anti-science” label comes from a Labour
Party release and was shared widely
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The use of “science” in badger cull discussions was
mainly limited to the invocation of scientific authority
Over three quarters (79%) of all tweets about the
cull used the words “science” or “scientific”

Although the number who cited scientific sources, terminology or
arguments was much lower – a function of the 140 character limit?
• 17% of tweets used the word “evidence”
• 14% of tweets mentioned “TB” or “bTB”
• Three tweets mentioned “perturbation”
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26th August – the day before the Somerset cull started
The height of the story – a large presence for Labour and
Mary Creagh (then shadow DEFRA Minister)

Word cloud* for results from 26th August:

An article written by Mary
Creagh was the tweeted
118 times in total across
the monitoring period
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Fracking in England
Policy and protest
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Driven by events but a low level story

Volume of online conversation
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19th July – tax
breaks for fracking
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Driven by events but a low level story
500

25th July – 23rd August
Main anti-fracking
protests at Balcombe

Higher level of conversation in mid
August coincides with the height of the
protests – but a number of stories
drove these peaks
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Driven by events

Volume of online conversation

500

Fracking never reached very high
volume online. Later on the peaks
were driven by news media rather
than social media

25th September – Green MP
Caroline Lucas to be
prosecuted for part in protests
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Traffic was driven from the bottom up – led by those
with strongly held views but little public recognition

The most frequent
Tweeters were littleknown individual
sources

Anti-fracking activist

Four of the top
ten most frequent
were linked to the
same individual

Alternative journalist

Friends of the earth
Brighton-based bookshop
Both industrial
chemists/engineers
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Anti-fracking activist

Sussex-based
organisations reflect
focus on Balcombe
Pro-fracking individuals
also featured in the top
ten most frequent
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Fracking in forums

On more general discussion forums
the debate on pros and cons was more
science-based – and less civil

Environmental forum threads
comprised open discussions and antifracking announcements

More in depth discussions of
fracking occurred in a variety of
discussion forums
Investment forums discussed the
effect of the protests on UK policy
and investment opportunities
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Local area forums discussed the pros
and cons of fracking for the area –
typically jobs versus increased traffic
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Bodies of evidence
Three types of evidence were cited in the
discussion; partisan, neutral and comedic
Partisan
Neutral

Common sources: New Scientist, BBC
Common sources: Guardian,
Scientific American

Comedic

Partisan sources
were the most
commonly cited
Common sources: Daily Mash
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Citing evidence
Both sides used “scientific studies” and
“scientists” to promote their point of view
Anti fracking sources
tended to come from
scientific sources, or
put a critical spin on
neutral sources

Pro Fracking sources
often originated from
Government or
industry sources

Unlike in other debates, international examples frequently appeared
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Both stories were catalysed by political debate…
500

Opponents to fracking were
especially vocal over social
media networks, but lower party
political involvement meant the
story was relatively low-volume

Fracking
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The involvement of a prominent
Labour politician and The
Guardian newspaper, as well as
the defined dates for the cull,
drove higher peaks of traffic on
badger culling
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Perhaps also the greater popular appeal of badgers played a role
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…but fracking was less strongly identified with any party

Volume of online conversation

500

No mainstream party voiced direct
opposition to fracking, which
contributed to low coverage on the
topic
Without national media or political
backing there was no central
narrative for people to latch on to
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Word clouds on fracking conversations reveal a greater
proportion of technical terms than in badger culling

Fracking

But it is unclear if this
reflects a less
scientific/technical
public conversation on
the cull, or less political
influence on the terms of
the fracking debate

Badger cull
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Word clouds are a representation of the frequency with which particular terms
are present in the data
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Conclusions
The two stories reinforce the importance of backing from traditional
media sources to wide online coverage
Fracking and badger culling can be viewed as relatively ‘niche’ areas
compared to the economy or immigration, but the intervention of a
prominent Labour shadow Minister and a national newspaper drove a
great deal of traffic on badger culling
By contrast, without backing from a mainstream source fracking did
not reach the same level of internet traffic. Preserving badgers also
has broader public appeal

The level of discussion involving science and scientists in both
topics was relatively high, suggesting that people were using science
to support their views on these topics
However, internet traffic on both subjects was strongly one-sided,
meaning that the level of debate was limited
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Please contact us with any questions:
Nick.Pettigrew@ipsos.com 020 7347 3265
Sarah.Pope@ipsos.com 020 7347 3981
Michael.Clemence@ipsos.com 020 7347 3484
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